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“Compared with the situation 15 years ago – a period in which Russ Berrie was very pioneering in terms of 

[opening up] the children’s market in travel-retail – with today and it’s clear that the category has come a 

long way. It’s a market that caters for a lot of travellers – parents, grandparents, business travellers – and I 

think a lot of retailers have cottoned on to that.”

 

That is how Geoff Sheffield, director of international sales at Russ Berrie, regards the trajectory of the 

children’s category in travel-retail – and it would be hard to disagree. A decade or so ago, it was all-too-

common to find children’s products crammed into dusty, unloved corners (“just like confectionery was 

then,” notes Sheffield) or, worse still, not represented at all. While the extent of coverage in TR is still the 

subject of considerable variation – more of which anon – the category is undoubtedly more integrated into 

the overall mix now than at any previous time.

 

Even so, it would be foolish to predict that the situation is anywhere near perfect – and it could be that the 

outlook for children’s product suppliers is about to become more challenging as economic uncertainty 

continues.

 

“We are finding that some retailers are cutting back on the children’s market and are dealing with fewer 

suppliers in that category,” says Jonathan Corbett from Wandering Monkey, one of the newer players in 

the segment. “On the other hand, we are picking up a lot of new customers and the ferry  
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retailers, in particular, are showing a lot of dedication to the category; but it is concerning as I think that 

children’s products are a necessity, especially in the summer when families are travelling. In some cases, 

there tends to be less and less for  

parents to buy.” 

 

A question of margins 

Rightly or wrongly, debate around the potential (or otherwise) of the children’s category has historically 

tended to focus on the issue of margins.  

But Sheffield contests Frontier’s suggestion that low margins continue to impede the category’s progress: 

“I think that a lot of retailers have realised that the margins are actually very healthy.” He concedes, 

though, that there may be still be lingering misconceptions about the category. “That is possible,” he 

allows. “But I think that once people have realised the profit margins that are available, and the fact that 

you are not substituting sales from other categories, the smart ones have cottoned on [to children’s 

products] fairly quickly.” 

Lutz Natonek, director of Travel Retail Experts – a fairly recent addition to the landscape having made its 

debut in 2009 – also takes issue with my margin theory.

 

“The children’s category has been underserved in the past and this is the case today; there are several 

reasons for this. One reason could be low margins.  

However, this does not apply to our company. From the beginning we knew that we [could] only do 

business by offering similar margins as everybody else – [the reasons being] to change retailers’ 

perception; to offer an attractive range of travel-retail exclusives; and to prove that [the retailer] can make 

money in this niche segment.”

 

Perceptions of the children’s category are indeed changing, suggests Richard Kennedy, group sales & 

merchandising director at Scorpio Distributors. “The children’s category is buoyant, especially within travel

-retail; plush toys are a timeless gift, or a perfect self-purchase,  

representing great value and ease of purchase,” he says. “Similarly, our gift sets – Just for inflight and 

Time Design for ground shops – are the perfect gift for older children and suitable for many different 

buying occasions. For retailers they offer the perfect opportunity for impulse and incremental sales, not 

detracting from other category purchases at all. This is an important factor – one which more and more 

retailers are beginning to understand!”

 

“Toys always bring a good customer frequency to shops,” remarks David Franz, junior key account 

manager at Simba Dickie Group. “Furthermore a ‘toy’ is the perfect gift for the children at home or a good 

friend for a child during the journey. There are so many reasons why customer buy toys, especially  

in duty-free.”

 

Even so, there is no doubting that children’s market companies still have to fight for space – against other, 

bigger-selling categories and suppliers who, in many cases, are able to wield more substantial marketing 

and promotional budgets. It is fortunate, then, that the children’s category possesses several unique 

characteristics that strengthen the case its exponents are able to make to retailers. 

 

USPs 

On one hand, there is simply the argument that making children’s products available is integral to what 

Corbett terms “the creation of the airport experience”. After all, it would seem unthinkable to walk into a 

large multi-category travel-retail store and not encounter, say, perfume or liquor.

 

Part and parcel of the airport experience is the need to provide something for everyone, and it is in this 

regard that children’s market suppliers arguably draw their greatest claim in calling for a fair hearing. 

Indeed, the number of children going through airports is rising all the time.

 

“The problem with toys is that they can take up as much space for a low-cost item as a higher cost item, 

and therefore retailers/airlines may have to consider the sell-through more carefully,” says Geoff Hutley 

from Whitehouse Travel Retail, which has recently announced the creation of a specialist children’s range 
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as part of its expansion efforts in the category this year. “However, with the number of children that travel 

increasing (and not only with the holiday market) and the ever-present gifting requirement, it is important 

that this sector of the market is adequately covered and it is that which we need to emphasise.”

 

Jonathan Corbett echoes the importance of child-friendly areas within the airport retail offer – a priority 

that obliges the development of “colourful, fun environments that capture the eye. [Such areas] don’t have 

to be conceptualised, but they require an identity that will appeal to children.” It’s a requirement to which 

Wandering Monkey has given considerable thought, and Corbett confirms that he is currently working on 

new in-store and POS materials that will help to shape “an identifiable children’s area”.

 

There are, of course, plenty of other arguments to support the inclusion of children’s products. Geoff 

Hutley alluded to one – gifting – and this has to be a key tenet of the category’s claim to coverage. (As 

one friend with children observed to Frontier recently: “Yes, I can bring confectionery home to my son after 

a business trip, but there should be more choices and variety. So often when I’m travelling I find paltry 

selections, hidden away in dark and unloved corners, and end up walking away with something that is – to 

be blunt – a little on the crap side.”)

 

The ability to serve as brand owner and distributor can also have its advantages. “As a brand owner we 

are able to control both channels of distribution and pricing in order to not only protect brand and price 

integrity, which in turn protects our retail partner’s commercial well-being,” says Richard Kennedy. 

“Scorpio has a long-term product development commitment to the Just brand which will enable the 

collection to grow and develop over the months and years ahead. We aim to raise the bar in this category 

in terms of product, service and long-term commitment.”

 

The commitment of children’s suppliers across the board to growing the category is to be admired, then, 

even if there is a widespread acknowledgement that – as Sheffield observes – “it’s always likely to be a 

poorer partner to the more traditional categories of alcohol and fragrance, where there is massive  

investment and promotional activity.” Nonetheless, like Sheffield, many still perceive considerable 

potential for expanding the category – something that is made all the more likely by suppliers’ focus on  

innovation and new products. 

 

The new product cycle 

The influx of new products into the TR children’s category could put some other categories to shame, so 

any overview of current developments is necessarily the single snapshot of a moment in time. 

Whitehouse is launching a new catalogue of plush items and an Easter collection into travel-retail. 

Wandering Monkey is currently working on new display options and a variety of fresh products – some of 

which are likely to be showcased at the TFWA World Exhibition this September. Russ Berrie continues to 

develop its very popular large-eyed plush range, Peepers, among many other lines, while Travel Retail 

Experts is planning an exclusive TR range of Barbie perfume and a new line of WWF plush toys. Simba 

Dickie Group continues to enjoy success with its SCHABAK aircraft miniatures.

 

Scorpio Distributors, meanwhile, plans “more great new concepts and innovative ideas from [Scorpio’s 

own] Just [range] that are exclusive to travel-retail and which will continue to transcend gender, nationality 

and social groups,” says Scorpio’s Richard Kennedy.

 

Then there is Wizz, which has been bringing its unique spin on to the children’s category to travel-retail 

since 2000. With an ever-evolving selection that spans quacking ducks and huge afro wigs, Wizz is able to 

offer retailers a range of retail solutions – from single fixtures to standalone stores. The company is very 

well-established in the Middle East, with more than 25 locations to its credit, and is now eyeing possible 

expansion elsewhere.

 

Nigel Caddick, MD of Wizz, tells Frontier: “We have a real concept for toys and gifts that works well for the 

airports – toys being a category that people often don’t know quite what to do with – and for us. We can 

give airports something that is bright and colourful to look at, and which brings some real theatre to the 

store as well.”
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Above and beyond its historic issues with retailers, the children’s category will be under increased 

pressure as the tough times continue. But with the peak summer period around the corner to help push 

sales onwards, there is a general air of positivity.

 

“The winter was quite quiet for a lot of people – us included,” says Corbett, “but the information we have 

suggests that this summer will be a lot better, and a definite improvement on last year; so, yes, we’re 

feeling pretty upbeat.”
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